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The “Fatal Labyrinth” of Doubt and Disbelief:  
Refractions of Politic Religion in Dr. Faustus and The Jew of Malta  
In the prologue to The Jew of Malta, Marlowe invokes the soul of Machevill to voice a 
disillusioned view of religion. Machevill announces his disdain for superstitious religious 
thoughts: 
I count religion but a childish toy,  
And hold there is no sin but ignorance.  
Bird of the air will tell of murders past?  
I am ashamed to hear such fooleries. (Prologue 14-17) 
When Machevill denounces spirituality by demoting religion to the status of “a childish toy,” he 
prepares readers and spectators for a theme that will recur throughout the play: religion devoid of 
theological significance that individuals use as a tool for political and social gain. Adopting the 
Oxford English Dictionary’s definition of “toy” as “foolish or idle fancy; a fantastic notion, [or] 
odd conceit,” one can conclude Machiavel implies that believing in religion for its own sake is a 
foolish notion that only children can entertain. Ironically, his words recall a biblical verse in the 
New Testament, in which Paul says, “when I was a childe, I spake as a childe, I vnderstood as a 
childe, I thought as a childe: but when I became a man, I put away childish things” (King James 
Bible, First Epistle to the Corinthians, 13:11). In conjunction with Machiavel’s cynical view of 
religion, these lines imply that to grow up one must put aside a childish view of religion that 
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innocently believes in the pure holiness of religion. By subtly invoking a religious text with the 
words of one who mocks it, Marlowe conveys how religion pervades the language and 
worldview of even those who attempt to separate themselves. As Machiavel continues his 
introduction, he draws attention to Barabas’s obsession with wealth and commodification: “I 
come… / to present the tragedy of a Jew, / Who smiles to see how full his bags are crammed, / 
Which money was not got without my means” (Prologue 30-33). By referring to his own 
influence, Machiavel calls upon our contemporary understanding of his historical counterpart, 
Niccolò Machiavelli, to suggest that Barabas has used his cunning, duplicitous nature, and lack 
of scruples to fill his coffers with treasure. 
The Jew of Malta is populated with a range of Machiavellian characters like Barabas who 
use religion as an instrument of power. All talk of religion is merely empty rhetoric, employed to 
achieve selfish, material means. In her essay, “Marlowe and Religion,” Gillian Woods highlights 
how characters in The Jew of Malta “cite religious difference as justification for unjust behavior” 
(224) and repeatedly deceive one another without regard for the morals of their faith. These 
characters are not “true believers, but rather pious hypocrites who mouth the empty formulae of 
religion in order to justify their self-seeking behavior” (Preedy, "Bringing the House Down” 
178). The Jew of Malta responds to the social and structural changes that developed within 
English society as it became clear that politically-motivated ruling parties during the Protestant 
Reformation used religion as a tool to reaffirm their power, enhance their wealth, and discipline 
the people. The conflation of the monarchy’s power with the newly-formed Church of England 
that took place during the Reformation brought into focus the fabricated nature of religious 
systems for the Elizabethan population, including Marlowe and his audience. In turn, this shift 
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drained some of the spiritual significance from the doctrines of Christianity. This absence of 
honest religious conviction saturates the diverse religious figures of The Jew of Malta.  
On the other hand, Dr. Faustus is a play that examines a deeply genuine spiritual 
struggle. Marlowe’s character Faustus consistently wavers between alliances, which reveals the 
unstable nature of faith in the Reformation period in England, in which the ruling powers 
alternated, sometimes rapidly, between Catholicism and Protestantism. Like many Elizabethans, 
Faustus exhibits religious faith that has been knocked askew; he sways between fearing God’s 
power and worshipping the Devil. From the beginning, he wishes to be resolved “of all 
ambiguities” (1.80), though his faltering persists throughout the play. One moment he thinks of 
the joys of heaven and vows, “I will renounce this magic and repent” (7.11). The next moment, 
he forgets these doubts and lusts after the power of magic, declaring, “I am resolved Faustus 
shall ne’er repent” (7.31). Faustus’s faltering evokes the emotional and psychological struggle 
that many experienced during the Reformation when state-sanctioned religion was in flux. Dr. 
Faustus responds to the emotional turmoil that such religious changes brought about in England 
and across the rest of Europe.  
Though the main characters of The Jew of Malta and Dr. Faustus exhibit contrasting 
sincerity of belief, they both respond to different forms of religious disillusionment, alienation, 
and anxiety that took root within Elizabethan society during the Reformation years. Elizabethans 
were dealing with persistent religious doubt, but the harsh punishment Catholic nonconformists 
faced cloaked such doubt with fear. Marlowe’s plays allowed his audience to process the 
aftereffects of this religious upheaval in a new way, a way that served to uncover depths of 
emotional loss that other affective spaces lacked the capacity—or the safety—to reveal. In order 
to lay the relevant groundwork for a discussion of how The Jew of Malta and Dr. Faustus 
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respectively process the disruption the Reformation produced, this paper will begin with a 
history outlining the religious changes England underwent during the Reformation. It will then 
examine the affective uncertainty that pervaded Elizabethan England to finally explore how these 
two plays respectively handle such societal and emotional changes in Marlowe’s time.  
 
The Protestant Reformation in England: Religious Conformity and Persecution 
Christopher Marlowe lived and died within the age of the Protestant Reformation in 
England, which began in 1517 and continued throughout the sixteenth century. The only 
monarch he would ever experience was Queen Elizabeth I, who reigned from 1558 to 1603 and 
orchestrated a significant portion of England’s turnover from Catholicism to Protestantism. 
Although viewers and readers are not informed when exactly Marlowe’s plays are meant to take 
place, it is safe to assume they happen within the early modern period, even within as narrow a 
time frame as the sixteenth century. For instance, the historical Johann Georg Faust on whom 
Marlowe based his character Faustus was a German scholar who is thought to have lived from 
1480 to 1540 and thus would have experienced the beginning stages of the Reformation. In his 
version of the scholar’s story, Marlowe strategically locates Dr. Faustus in Wittenberg, the city 
in which Luther initiated the Reformation in 1517, a connection that strengthens the relationship 
between Faustus’s apprehensions and Elizabethan misgivings in Reformation England. It is less 
easy to attach The Jew of Malta to a single historical figure or event; however, the Turkish 
Ottoman Empire had attacked Malta in the years preceding Marlowe's birth, which likely 
inspired Marlowe’s scenario of the Turks who demand financial tribute from the Maltese. As 
part of an ongoing conflict for control of the Mediterranean between the Islamic Ottoman Empire 
and a Christian alliance, the Turks had previously attempted to invade Malta in 1551 and 1565, 
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both of which ended unsuccessfully. Though early modern Malta was isolated from the conflict 
between Catholicism and Protestantism that spread through the rest of Europe, it was 
nevertheless a site of potential religious mixing and tension, since it belonged to sea trade routes 
that “increased contact with Islamic and Jewish merchants” (Woods 222). In essence, the 
Reformation continued to reverberate and take effect when Marlowe was writing, which 
influenced how he represented religious conflict and uncertainty. 
Beginning in the sixteenth century under the reign of King Henry VIII and continuing 
into the era of Queen Elizabeth I, the Protestant Reformation transformed the face of Christianity 
in England. When Martin Luther posted his 95 theses on a Wittenberg church door in 1517, he 
protested clerical abuses of the Catholic Church and the Pope, such as the custom of indulgences, 
which originated from Catholic belief that humans can do good deeds while we live to repent for 
our sins and achieve salvation after death. Clerical leaders like priests could grant pardon to 
individuals in exchange for a donation of money. It was believed that holy figures could grant 
remission from the temporal punishment one undergoes in purgatory that absolved the debt of sin 
following an individual into the afterlife. In the latter half of the fifteenth century and onward, 
one could even gain an indulgence for a dead friend or relative who was presumed to be in 
purgatory. Johann Tetzel, a German Dominican friar and preacher, sold such indulgences. His 
saying, “when a penny in the coffer rings, / A soul from Purgatory springs” partially provoked 
Martin Luther’s reaction against the Catholic Church (Duggan). Luther’s act marked the formal 
beginning of the Reformation in history. It came only eight years after Henry VIII ascended to 
the throne of England in 1509. Though Henry originally opposed Martin Luther, the king shifted 
his thinking over time, eventually turning away from papal power in Rome. When King Henry 
endorsed the reformers, he was finally able to divorce Katherine, his wife, and marry the 
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Protestant Anne Boleyn, who was pregnant at the time with the future queen of England, 
Elizabeth I. In 1532, Parliament passed legislation that curbed the influence of the papacy in 
England, and then in 1534, with the Act of Supremacy, the king was appointed at the Supreme 
Head of the Protestant Church of England. England was completely severed from the authority 
of Rome. 
 In the latter half of the 1530s, Henry grew more adamant about suppressing Catholic 
opposition and so decided to dissolve all the Roman Catholic monasteries, priories, convents, 
and friaries in England, Wales, and Ireland. Though the monasteries presented a potential 
political threat, these Catholic communities also owned a great deal of the nation’s wealth. 
Having accumulated wealth from indulgences and other sources of income, the estimated nine 
hundred religious houses in England owned an entire third of the land in England and Wales and 
persisted as the wealthiest institutions in nation. Often secluded, the monks possessed an 
excessive amount of wealth, which negated their vows of poverty. Around 12,000 people that 
belonged to these various religious houses were displaced by the suppression initiatives. Some of 
the monasteries were sold to landowners, some were converted into churches, and some were left 
to fall into a state of ruin. Instead of prudently treating this confiscated wealth as income to 
ensure the future economic stability of the state, Henry sold most of the land to fund military 
campaigns in France and Scotland. The Dissolution of Monasteries demonstrated the real ways 
in which the leader of a state used religion as a tool to appropriate income. In Reformation 
England, the politicization of religion allowed Henry to steal from (what became) a religious 
minority, using the excuse that a divided faith in England would threaten his rule. There is little 
evidence that the dissolution was popular among the people of England. Several popular 
uprisings protested the religious upheavals advanced by Henry. Despite the clerical abuses of 
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wealth, the monasteries had still provided a number of social services when they were in use. For 
the old and the poor, they were a significant source of charity and hospitality, as well as health 
care. Henry had promised that the confiscated wealth of these religious institutions would 
contribute to new and existing religious, charitable, and educational institutions, but in actuality 
only a small portion of the monastic wealth—fifteen percent—was reserved to perform these 
initiatives. This rapid elimination of old, established Catholic influence would have engendered 
feelings of distrust and betrayal among members of the English population who adhered to the 
Roman Catholic traditions of the past.  
The Jew of Malta opens with a similar moment of monetary confiscation when Ferneze, 
the Catholic governor of Malta, demands that the Jews of the island give up half their wealth so 
that the state can pay tribute to the encroaching Turks. When Barabas refuses, the Christian 
governor of Malta seizes all his wealth and “convert[s] [Barabas’] mansion to a nunnery” 
(I.ii.130). The play enacts a reversal of the Dissolution of the Monasteries; in this refraction, 
Barabas resembles the Catholic monks and nuns who were pushed out of their places of 
residence. His wealth “amount[s] to more that all the wealth in Malta” (I.ii.135), and his property 
is seized by ruling powers of an opposing faith who, like Henry, desire the money to protect 
Malta from hostile foreign powers. Yet, while the private property of Barabas becomes a 
monastery, the confiscated property of the monasteries became private property. The enactment 
of this inverse may have produced conflicting feelings in Marlowe’s audience. On one hand, the 
anti-Semitic rhetoric that pervaded England at the time would have may have led Elizabethan 
viewers to celebrate the persecution of a Jew onstage. On the other hand, even at the end of the 
sixteenth century, the process and aftermath of the suppression of the monasteries would still live 
potently in the memories of some citizens. Victims of this process, such as former clerical 
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members, would have lived through the same injustice Barabas undergoes. By giving a voice to a 
persecuted minority, Marlowe forced his audience to reckon with the possible gratification of 
witnessing a Christian triumph over a religious Other, as well as their own experiences of living 
through the enforcement of state-sanctioned religion.  
Historians characterize the immediate consequences of this religious upheaval as mild in 
comparison to other violent conflicts between Catholics and Protestants that erupted across 
Europe, such as the civil war that spread across neighboring France. The interchange and fluidity 
between Catholicism and Protestantism that accompanied each shift in royal power incited no 
civil war in England; of course, few were enthusiastic about the inconstancy and disruption, but 
the English generally responded obediently with little public outcry. Nevertheless, the transitions 
were not all peaceful. In 1553, when the staunchly Catholic Mary I took the throne after the 
short-lived rule of Edward VI, she violently persecuted Protestants in an effort to shift the 
country back to Catholicism. Two years into her reign, she restored heresy laws through 
Parliament, which led to the trial and conviction of nearly three hundred Protestants (BBC). 
These people were burned at the stake, and others died in prison or fled the country. Although 
Mary’s reign lasted only four years, the nickname “Bloody Mary” has persisted into the present 
day in memory of the violence she incited during her rule. 
On the other hand, her half-sister, Elizabeth, who did not retain such an unfavorable 
moniker (quite the contrary—she was known as “Good Queen Bess,”) also “persecuted 
minorities, encouraged the systematic pillaging of foreigners’ property, and suppressed dissent” 
(Tarragó 118). Once Elizabeth I ascended to the throne in 1558, the state became decidedly 
hostile to Catholics again. Although Elizabeth was not as widely criticized as Mary for violent 
means of enforcing religion belief and custom, she too persecuted Catholics who did not abide 
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by the laws she passed, violation of which was considered “an act of treason punishable by 
hanging, drawing, and quartering” (Tarragó 117). Chloe Preedy explains that the violence 
between Protestants and Catholics that spread across Europe heightened the anxiety that England 
too could witness similar violence. This threat resulted in an increased emphasis on religious 
uniformity and paranoia about resistance in Elizabeth’s regime. Conforming to the established 
Church of England was a sign of political loyalty, and “the Elizabethan regime regarded any 
English subjects who deviated in their religious beliefs as potential traitors” (Preedy, Marlowe’s 
Literary Scepticism 6). Approximately 183 Catholics were persecuted and killed in England 
between 1570 and 1599. As the supreme head of the Church of England, Elizabeth also used her 
political power and religious affiliation to collect fines from Catholics who did not comply: “to 
say or attend the Catholic Mass became a criminal act punishable by fines and imprisonment. All 
parishioners had to attend church on Sundays and holy days under penalty of a shilling for each 
absence” (Tarragó 119). For instance, in 1587, Elizabeth ruled that “one conviction for non-
attendance would result in a cumulative monthly fine of £20 until the offender submitted to the 
established church” (Preedy, "Bringing the House Down” 169). In 2017, £20 would amount to 
£3,432.95, or $4,800.1 Since most people couldn’t afford to pay such a steep fine, the Crown 
often sequestered two-thirds of their property in payment. These same consequences even befell 
Radical Protestants, known as puritans, who rejected the traces of Catholic tradition that lingered 
in the Church of England.  
In the infancy of Elizabethan England, most English Catholics obeyed state-mandated 
church attendance, feeling an “ingrained sense of obligation toward the crown” (Tarragó 123), 
while still clinging to the idea that the pendulum of English theology would eventually swing 
                                               
1 Values found using UK National Archives’ currency converter: 1270-2017   
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back in favor of Catholicism. Over time, many Catholics accepted Protestantism under 
Elizabeth’s rule, but in order to avoid fines, imprisonment, or execution, their initial adherence to 
Parliament’s laws took the shape of mere performance. In Marlowe’s The Jew of Malta, Barabas 
and his daughter Abigail enact similar performances of false conversion in order to regain their 
stolen wealth and avoid persecution. In one of several conversion scenes, Barabas demands that 
Abigail “entreat the abbess to be entertained [as a nun]/… / for religion / Hides many mischiefs 
from suspicion” (I.ii.280-283). Like the Catholics who disguised their true beliefs to live safely 
under Elizabeth’s rule, Barabas and Abigail, who belong to a tiny Jewish population in a 
Catholic Malta, strategically mask their true faith by pretending to belong to the religion of the 
ruling power when it proves favorable. Likewise, there were still English Catholics that clung to 
their original faith well into Elizabeth’s reign, especially in the northern part of the country. In 
fact, Elizabeth suppressed a 1569 rebellion in northern England, which resulted in over six 
hundred executions. Given these instances of brutality, it is clear that Elizabeth did not defend 
religious freedom for all. Tarragó emphasizes that the establishment of state-controlled religion 
in the Elizabethan era was actually ironic, considering that Protestants claimed to reform the 
abuses of the Catholic faith but still “implemented church law using their power and authority as 
secular rulers” (128). The sovereign ruler of England adopted the position of “both an absolute 
monarch and a pope, over the body, property, and soul of a people” (Tarragó 131). A subject in 
Elizabethan England could no longer separate religion belief from political affiliation.  
 
Machiavellianism and “Politic Religion” 
One consequence of the conflation of church and state is that Elizabethans became more 
aware of ‘politic religion,’ a term that describes the exploitation of religion for political 
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expediency and self-interested secular ends. After the monarchy rapidly transitioned back and 
forth between theologies in the early years of the Reformation, English subjects realized the 
ways in which religion could be used as an instrument of state power. The Acts of Supremacy 
that respectively recognized King Henry VIII and Queen Elizabeth I as the supreme heads of the 
Church of England indicated a radical shift for the state. Suddenly, the monarch had the power to 
enforce the faith of their people. One’s spiritual beliefs no longer related to a personal 
preference, nor did they serve to unify the people under the papacy. Religious affiliation became 
a political statement, a symptom of political allegiance or dissent. If former Catholics did not 
assimilate to state-implemented Protestantism, they faced persecution and even execution for 
charges of treason. 
Religious ideology that “could be controlled by and depend upon political circumstance” 
(Preedy, Marlowe’s Literary Scepticism 12) corresponded directly with the teachings of 
Machiavelli. Elizabethans would have been familiar with the works of this Italian politician, 
philosopher, and writer who lived from 1469 to 1527. Students in Marlowe’s England had access 
to translated versions of Machiavelli’s works, which by 1579 were more popular among students 
than the works of Aristotle, according to Cambridge scholar Gabriel Harvey (Preedy 10). 
Machiavelli magnified the utility and efficacy of religion in a political sphere. Rather than 
criticize the state’s use of religion for political ends, Machiavelli argued that religion “was not 
only an instrument of power but an indispensable one” (Dollimore 12, emphasis added.) He 
viewed Christianity as “a tremendously successful ruling force” and consequently “encourage[d] 
temporal rulers to utilize the methods of rule that render human beings so susceptible to its 
power” (Sullivan 260). In his Discourses on Livy, written in 1517 and published in 1531, 
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Machiavelli describes the approach of King Numa, the second king of Rome, to illustrate the 
necessity of religion for a successful ruler: 
Having found a very fierce people and wishing to bring them to civil obedience with the 
arts of peace, he turned to religion as something absolutely necessary for maintaining a 
civilized society, and he established it in such a way that for many centuries there was 
never more fear of God than in that republic; this greatly facili-tated any enterprise the 
senate or those great men of Rome ever planned to undertake. Anyone who examines the 
countless deeds of the Roman people as a whole and of many individual Roman citizens 
will see that they feared breaking an oath more than breaking the laws, like people who 
respected the power of God more than that of men. (Book 1, Chapter 11, 50-51) 
Religion, Machiavelli argues, more effectively controls populations than state-imposed laws 
because religion is an internalized framework that maintains an individual’s fear of God. 
Machiavelli characterizes religion, or superstition, as expressly designed for men in power to use 
to keep the people subordinated. John Dollimore argues that this theory about the origins of 
religion is too simple to account for the entire inception of “ideological formation;” however, 
Dollimore concedes that “[religion] has historically served to legitimate systems of power and 
subjection is indubitable, and what was happening in the Elizabethan period was of the utmost 
historical importance: religion was increasingly being perceived in terms of such legitimation” 
(14). The fact that one could be persecuted for not adhering to the doctrine of the monarch 
demonstrates that Elizabethans experienced this concept of religion as “the ‘simple’ servant of 
politics, the ‘ground’ upon which the ambitious opportunist will tread” that was realized during 
the Reformation period (Preedy, Marlowe's Literary Scepticism 19). 
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Machiavelli's theories were controversial and widely viewed as unfavorable; to accuse 
someone of Machiavellianism in early modern England was a powerful critique. Marlowe’s 
character Machiavel acknowledges his negative reputation in the prologue to The Jew of Malta: 
“To some perhaps my name is odious… / Admired I am of those that hate me most. / Though 
some speak openly against my books, / Yet they will read me” (Prologue 5, 9-11). Machiavel 
claims that despite the objectionable content of his books, they are so potent and relevant in the 
present moment that they subversively attract even his worst critics. Coinciding with the 
Reformation, Machiavelli’s writing about the political uses of religion acquired new value after 
the Elizabethans had witnessed how their ruler was enforcing religious conformity to maintain 
the strength and unity of the state. Since religion was clearly being employed as a political 
instrument in Reformation England, Machiavelli’s statements about the efficacy of such strategy 
were not so far-fetched. 
Indeed, as Preedy points out, the premise that religion and politics should function in 
conjunction with each other was not inherently radical. Queen Elizabeth I’s role as both reigning 
monarch and supreme leader of the English Church symbolized an important alliance between 
church and state. Many Elizabethan Protestants supported this symbiotic relationship; they 
claimed it was a positive alliance that was mutually beneficial, since the state defended (the 
correct) religious beliefs and, likewise, religious unity upheld the security of the state. On the 
other hand, religious dissidents criticized the state for prescribing religion practice. Ultimately, 
whether they supported the reorganization of the religious system of England in this manner or 
not, every Elizabethan was profoundly affected by these changes. The politicization of religion 
altered the way in which the people felt about the sacredness of their religious beliefs and of the 
institution of the church. Debora Kuller Shuger describes this effect, commenting that “this 
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incorporation [of the church into the state] could not but affect the holiness of the church. The 
widespread anticlerical and antiepiscopal sentiments of the Elizabethan era thus indicate a 
pervasive feeling that the established church had forfeited its special sanctity” (151). To 
understand the nuanced relationship between Marlowe’s theater and his audience, it is crucial to 
consider the lasting effect the Reformation took on the way Elizabethans felt and performed 
religion during Marlowe’s lifetime. By writing plays that feature figures who confront disbelief 
and religious strife, Marlowe taps into the social and emotional crises Elizabethans encountered 
as a result of the religious upheavals of the Reformation.  
 
Emotional Upheaval During the Reformation 
The politicization of religion in the Early Modern period engendered doubt and 
skepticism, provoking Elizabethans to question the beliefs they once held constant. As secular 
religion was institutionalized under the name of the Church of England, subjects began to 
wonder how to identify the will of God. If the monarchy possessed the power to institute the 
correct way for the people to worship, how were the people to know what was truly right in the 
His eyes? Sir Francis Bacon (1561-1626) believed that the division between Catholics and 
Protestants contributed to doubt and disbelief among the people of England. In his essay, “Of 
Atheism,” he claims that “the causes of atheism are: divisions in religion, if they be many; for 
any one main division, addeth zeal to both sides; but many divisions introduce atheism.” For 
example, the division between Christianity and Islam would have engendered the strength of 
each, but the schism within Christianity took the opposite effect, especially since the people of 
England were forced by the monarchy to alternate between systems of belief; such interchange 
made it difficult, even impossible, to be sure of what one actually believed. With so many 
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differing voices claiming their form of Christianity was the right one, sincere dedication to a 
single system was challenging to maintain for many who had lived through the Reformation.  
Even though public outcry in England against state-enforced religion was low, whether 
against Catholicism under Mary or Protestantism under Elizabeth, the shifts in sanctioned belief 
had lasting societal and emotional effects on the population nonetheless. Steven Mullaney 
considers the affective change the Reformation incited in the early modern period. He argues that 
“a lasting sense of unsettlement” lay over the population that had witnessed the back and forth of 
clerical structures: “the persistence of the absolute gave way, under a kind of historical 
deconstruction, to the insistence of the relative: what one monarch declared to be sacred and 
timeless, the next declared to be heresy or worse” (Mullaney 9). The shifting state of Christianity 
throughout the sixteenth century ended up inducing “spiritual alienation” (Mullaney 13) between 
different familial generations who embraced divergent beliefs. The aftermath of the Reformation 
also heightened distrust between Elizabethans, as it was no longer possible to take the religious 
identity of one’s neighbors for granted. The population that comprised Marlowe’s audience had 
been fundamentally unsettled, since what used to be sacred and absolute was no longer so. 
Although belief was formally politicized during this period, thereby diminishing its holy 
potency, the differences between Protestantism and Catholicism still held real spiritual stakes for 
many believers. The theological alternation between a Catholic state and a Protestant state 
blurred the lines between doctrines, thus leaving the status of salvation unclear. Unlike Catholics, 
who maintained that adherents possessed the agency to save one’s soul with good deeds and 
indulgences, Elizabethan Protestants believed that humans are born with such a high degree of 
inherent sin that humans cannot merit salvation through our own actions— “it was God’s grace, 
and the individual’s faith in that grace, that guaranteed entrance into heaven” (Poole 98) Under 
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this view, the Catholic concept of Purgatory became impossible; souls could no longer repent for 
past sins in this intermediary space in order to eventually rise to heaven. Subscribers to 
Calvinism took this belief even further by claiming that human beings are predestined for heaven 
or hell before birth. Predestination theology claimed that at the creation of the world, God 
decided exactly who would receive his grace and ascend to heaven and who would be damned 
and condemned to hell. This theory eliminated the possibility of human agency to determine 
one’s own destiny in the afterlife; there was nothing humans could do to alter the assignments. 
Faustus struggles with this indeterminacy, always questioning whether it is possible for God to 
save his soul if he repents for his egregious sins. Mullaney explains the emotional consequences 
of these fundamental differences in the degree of agency one possessed, writing, “the anxieties 
produced by the loss of Purgatory and the denial of any earthly power that could affect the 
spiritual fate of their loved ones or themselves would have been troubling, producing a deep and 
daily ambivalence at the affective core of the self” (13). Thus, not only did the Reformation 
disillusion people by politicizing religion; for many people, it also created a greater sense of 
insecurity about what the afterlife held. With the instatement of Elizabethan Protestantism, the 
power to direct one’s own future in the afterlife was stripped away. This revision left a gap 
where security formerly was; the people could no longer assure themselves that if they 
performed good deeds during their lifetime, heaven would await them after they died.  
For English Catholics, living in the hostile environment instilled by Elizabethan laws also 
created significant emotional distress. Questier and Healy examine the experience of the 
“occasional conformists” whose beliefs continued to resemble Catholicism in the late 
Reformation years when Protestantism was firmly the established denomination of the English 
people. These authors describe that experience as one of “alienation from the new order of things 
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and longing for ancient time, essentially non-political, certainly unevangelical, estranged from 
virtually every active element of Reformation thought and practice” (138). Questier, Healy, and 
Mullaney all use the term “alienation” to describe the experience of both Protestants and 
Catholics in Elizabethan England. The Oxford English Dictionary defines “alienation” as the 
state of being estranged from something or someone. Interestingly, when used in reference to 
land or property, “alienation” also means “the state of being held by someone other than the 
proper owner,” though this use of the word came into use shortly after Marlowe’s lifetime. As 
former Catholics experienced feelings of alienation surrounding their spiritual beliefs, they were 
also faced with the seizure of land, which was most apparent in Henry VIII’s Dissolution of the 
Monasteries in England. Not only did people not know what to believe, but many also 
experienced fears of prosecution under the law. Under Elizabeth’s rule, “Catholics were killed 
because they did not believe an act of Parliament changed what a fifteen-century-old Christian 
tradition told them: that the Church was a universal institution and the Bishop of Rome was its 
spiritual leader” (Tarragó 119). When faced with a government that used political power to alter 
the religious fabric of England, devout Catholics naturally remained internally devoted to their 
way to life. However, as time passed, the people of England became accustomed to seeing the 
dominant form of Christianity flip like a coin with new accession of power. Mullaney reasons 
through this mass experience to attempt to reach a conclusion about the state of emotions in the 
Elizabethan era:  
People did not always change faiths like hats with each new proclamation. It is hard to 
imagine that anyone’s conscience could be quite that adaptable. And yet, as each new 
regime declared and mandated its newly incompatible version of the absolute, most of 
one’s neighbors managed to pass as true believers, most of one’s family too, even a part, 
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perhaps, of one’s self. It is difficult to know how deep the cultural confusion of 
skepticism or schizophrenia went, just as it is difficult to know what to call it, but it 
opened fissures of doubt everywhere: in the familial and the social, the secular and the 
religious, the intellectual and the physical as well as the affective domains of daily life. 
(Mullaney 9-10) 
These “fissures of doubt” permeate the text of Dr. Faustus. They are especially present in 
embodied forms of the Good Angel and the Evil Angel, who appear each time Faustus finds 
himself faltering. He is easily enamored with the power afforded him by devil worship, but he 
can’t stop himself from wondering if it is too late to ask for God’s forgiveness. Faustus’s doubt 
in the grace of God would resonate with audience members who were left wondering what and 
how to believe after the rapid transitions during the Reformation between established doctrines 
of belief.  
The alienation from the former holiness of the church and the spiritual security a single 
denomination provided became memories of a simpler religious moment in England. Marlowe’s 
audience would have been partially composed of individuals with such memories and loyalties to 
the past. Yet his audience would also have comprised younger generations who had not 
experienced the original upheaval of the early sixteenth century. Though these younger 
Elizabethans were likely to belong more firmly to the Protestant denomination, they still suffered 
feelings of alienation from older generations, combined with the underlying distrust between 
neighbors of an unknown faith. Mullaney emphasizes how difficult and painful it was to be an 
Elizabethan struggling with identity during and after the Reformation, as is the case for any other 
“period and culture whose “religious, social, and emotional communities have become radically 
contested, conflicted, fragmented, shattered, or sundered” (23).With his plays, Marlowe responds 
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to the cultural and affective crisis that had taken place during the earlier years of the Reformation 
and was still taking place during his lifetime. Mullaney references early modern critic Michael 
Macdonald who argues that early modern narratives like Marlowe’s plays should be treated “as 
primary rather than secondary sources for the recovery and understanding of historical structures 
of feeling” (24). To explain this reasoning, Mullaney makes the distinction between narratives 
that merely represent an emotional state and a narrative process in which the inner lives of 
audience are somehow formed by their experience of the narrative (“the affective, experiential 
process itself”), arguing that the second is the type Macdonald references (25). In other words, 
since Marlowe was writing for an audience that was in a place of religious tension, each of his 
plays is a source for modern readers who wish to access Elizabethan emotion.  
The Jew of Malta and Dr. Faustus interrogate “uncertainties and indecipherabilities” 
(Mullaney 24) that Elizabethans had experienced and were still experiencing when the plays 
were performed. Elizabethan playhouses produced “a new kind of cognitive and affective space,” 
a space that was “expressly designed to resonate with an audience newly uncertain of its 
individual and collective identities—custom-built, in other words, to plumb and sound out the 
gaps that had been opened in the Elizabethan social body as a consequence of the English 
Reformation” (Mullaney 46). Marlowe sought to engage with a public who had been alienated 
from their spiritual beliefs. With The Jew of Malta and Dr. Faustus, Marlowe responds to the 
affective state of his audience, not by simply mirroring their situation, but by refracting the social 
and emotional crisis the Reformation initiated. Mullaney describes these forms of drama as 
“processes as well as products of thought and feeling” (47). Marlowe’s theater helped audience 
members articulate the disjunctions that reverberated through the early modern plane of 
emotions. With the creation of a theatrical community that converged around early modern 
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amphitheater drama, Elizabethans would come to recognize their own religious alienation and 
gauge the extent to which the Reformation sowed theological doubt within their subconscious.  
 
The Jew of Malta: Responding to the Social Rupture of the Reformation 
The process in which Barabas’s wealth is seized from him in the opening act of the Jew 
of Malta recalls the fines and harsh punishment that non-conformists had to pay under Queen 
Elizabeth. Like the Catholic recusants and puritans who were targeted and fined for their refusal 
to adhere to the Church of England, Barabas must hand over his wealth to the state. In 
Marlowe’s play, Ferneze, the Governor of Malta, demands the money to pay the debt owed to 
the Turks. Although Ferneze has an urgent need for the money, as the state’s treasury doesn’t 
hold enough to repay the tribute, he makes no effort to conceal his religiously-motivated 
reasoning. “Ferneze's demands are motivated by the threat of foreign invasion, just as 
Elizabethan recusancy proceedings against Catholics in particular were a response to the 
government's fears that English Catholics might rise in support of an invasion by their French or 
Spanish co-religionists,” remarks Preedy ("Bringing the House Down” 168). He justifies taxation 
of the Jews in Malta in terms of religious difference: the Jews residing in Malta must pay half 
their wealth because they are “infidels. / For through our sufferance of your hateful lives, / Who 
stand accursèd in the sight of heaven, / These taxes and afflictions are befallen” (I.ii.63-65). 
Barabas is targeted because he is an unbeliever in the eyes of Catholic Malta. When he refuses to 
pay and subsequently refuses to convert to Christianity, the Maltese state confiscates his 
property, just like the English state strictly taxed and withheld land, property, and goods from 
Elizabethans who refused to attend the obligatory services of the established church. Given that 
Marlowe’s audience would have likely included people who, if they had not experienced such 
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fines, feared the consequences of missing church services, for them to witness the abrupt seizure 
of Jewish wealth onstage would have brought out and further instilled this fear.  
The seizure of Barabas’s house and wealth both reflects and reverses the Dissolution of 
the Monasteries. On one hand, Catholics’ resemblance to the character of Barabas in this 
scenario of victimhood reflects very poorly on the former, for Barabas is defined by his dual 
thirst for accumulating wealth and exacting revenge. On the other hand, it is clear that the 
confiscation of Barabas’s wealth is unjustly based on religious difference. Therefore, by 
reenacting a seizure of wealth from a religious minority, The Jew of Malta would remind early 
modern audiences of the circumstances under which Catholics lost their financial power and 
prompt them to reevaluate the nature of this process. The public’s response would depend on 
what percent of Marlowe’s audience were faithful Protestants and what percent still secretly 
adhered to the doctrines set forward by Catholicism. Elizabethans’ own experiences with 
recusancy fines may have led them to sympathize with Barabas. Nevertheless, while some early 
modern viewers would have been moved to pity Barabas and even the Catholics in Elizabethan 
society whose wealth was forcibly taken from them, others would have felt relieved of guilt, 
gratified by the parallel between wealthy Roman Catholics and the wealthy Jew; a character so 
duplicitous, cunning, and cruel would not trouble their conscience by meriting pity. Even if 
Barabas does not deserve to be robbed of his wealth and property at the time, by the end of the 
play, audience members are inclined to believe his gratuitous cruelty toward everyone else serves 
to justify the earlier unfairness, thus squashing any feelings of empathy for his character. If 
audience members were to examine this impulse, they could realize that in reality, Barabas’s 
cruel acts of revenge are prompted by Ferneze’s cruelty, and therefore cannot logically justify 
this beginning.  
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In later moments of the play, the parallel between Barabas and the Elizabethan Catholics 
is turned on its head. Barabas becomes a vehicle of financial temptation for spiritual figures who 
greedily long for Barabas’s wealth, which recalls the currency-obsessed Catholics who were 
dispossessed during the Protestant Reformation. In act four, in order to avoid punishment for 
poisoning the entire nunnery, Barabas performs the desire to repent and convert to Christianity. 
He demands, “Oh holy friars, the burden of my sins / Lie heavy on my soul; then pray you tell 
me, / Is’t not too late now to turn Christian?” (IV.i.48-50). Audience members recognize that his 
regret is ingenuine, for only a few lines earlier, he realizes “[Abigail] has confessed, and we are 
both undone” (IV.i.46). Barabas emphasizes that he wished to rid himself of his wealth, calling 
himself a “covetous wretch” who has sold his soul “for lucre’s sake” (IV.i.52-53). This pretense 
of religious conversion parallels Catholics who went through the movements of Protestantism to 
avoid being persecuted under Elizabeth. As part of this performance, Barabas describes the 
expanse of his wealth at length, before he resolves to donate it all “to some religious house / So I 
may be baptized and live therein” (IV.i.75-76). With his offer of wealth, Barabas immediately 
wins over Jacomo and Bernadine, the two friars who come to accuse him. Each friar is eager for 
Barabas to join their respective monastery, and they debate the issue between them: “Oh happy 
hour, wherein I shall convert / An infidel, and bring his gold into our treasury” (IV.i.160-161). 
Barabas cunningly convinces each friar that he will receive the Jew’s wealth, which leads to an 
argument so heated that it ends in violent confrontation. This argument reflects the greed of 
monasteries pre-Reformation. One of the main complaints of Protestants was that the Catholic 
Church was collecting a great amount of wealth and as a result living quite comfortably, which 
contradicted the vows of poverty to which monks and nuns were meant to adhere. Barabas 
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practically buys his way into forgiveness, just like Catholics who commodified repenting by 
donating money to the church in exchange for less sin and thus less time in purgatory.  
Religion is associated with wealth from the beginning of The Jew of Malta. In the first 
scene, Barabas establishes a clear animosity toward Christians. His criticism is grounded in 
comparisons of wealth and faith:   
Who hateth me but for my happiness?  
Or who is honoured now but for his wealth? 
Rather had I a Jew be hated thus, 
Than pitied in a Christian poverty: 
For I can see no fruits in all their faith,  
But malice, falsehood, and excessive pride,  
Which methinks fits not their profession. (I.i.111-117) 
The use of the word “profession” in this speech connotes a double significance. The footnote in 
the Gibbons anthology clarifies that this word means “religious faith” in this context. The OED 
confirms this reading; at least as early as 1513, “profession” described “the declaration of belief 
in and obedience to religion, or of acceptance of and conformity to the faith and principles of any 
religious community; (hence) the faith or religion which a person professes.” Preedy notes 
“professing” doesn’t necessarily mean genuine belief; “profession,” she writes, “also carries 
connotations of religious fraud, punning on the genuine profession of confessional identity and 
the false professing of fraudulent faith” (Marlowe’s Literary Scepticism 17). However, 
profession as “occupation by which a person regularly earns a living,” the most widely 
recognized meaning of this word today, was also an established meaning during Marlowe’s time 
(OED). Thus, when Barabas uses “profession” to describe Christian faith, he also invokes the 
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accumulation of currency, or lack thereof, when he equates Christianity with “poverty.” He 
prefers to be a wealthy Jew rather than a Christian who gathers only “malice, falsehood, and 
excessive pride.”  
This criticism of Christians is especially ironic, since Barabas enacts many falsehoods for 
his own gain. By comparing wealth, Barabas distinguishes himself apart from “those that brag of 
faith,” referring to all Christians. His wording implies that Jews don’t need to brag of faith as 
Christians do because their faith has brought them great wealth. To connect Christianity with 
poverty contradicts “the monetary and financial imagery in which… the church’s power was 
often expressed” (Hunter 227). Later in the same speech, Barabas accuses Christians of a thirst 
for power, saying, “Give us peaceful rule, make Christian kings / That thirst so much for 
principality” (133-134). For Barabas, this opening monologue is hopeful, for it projects him into 
a place of stability. Even if he does not have political power, he lives the life of a successful 
merchant, unbothered by the ruling power. As an early modern audience may have anticipated, 
his situation quickly changes, and soon he enters the very poverty he dreads. As Barabas quickly 
learns, it doesn’t work to separate thirst of power from thirst of wealth; Ferneze cannot keep his 
hands off of Barabas’s gold. At the mention of this Christian monarchical power that seeks 
supreme authority, Marlowe’s audience would have been directly reminded of their own secular 
state and, correspondingly, the unjust acts of theft that that result from this rule.  
The Christian ruling powers of both the Maltese in The Jew of Malta and the 
Elizabethans during the Reformation incite forced and false conversion because of the 
consequences of adhering to faiths other than the established one. From the outset of The Jew of 
Malta, conversion acts as a form of punishment; should Barabas refuse to pay the half of his 
estate that Ferneze demands, he “shall straight become a Christian” (I.ii.73-4). When outraged 
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Barabas demands, “Is theft the ground of your religion?” (I.ii.96), Ferneze denies this accusation 
and reasons that the taxation is meant “to save the ruin of a multitude” (I.ii.98). However, a few 
lines later a Knight of Malta invalidates Ferneze’s mask of diplomacy by employing religious 
rhetoric to excuse their theft and justify the poverty into which Barabas will soon fall. The 
Knight tells Barabas, “If your first curse fall heavy on thy head, / And make thee poor and 
scorned of all the world, / ‘Tis not our fault, by thy inherent sin” (I.ii.108-10). Essentially, he 
disowns any responsibility of the state in Barabas’s newly-found poverty by claiming Barabas’s 
Jewish faith has brought this punishment upon him. Barabas responds: 
What? Bring you scripture to confirm your wrongs? 
Preach me not out of my possessions. 
Some Jews are wicked, as all Christians are:  
But say the tribe that I descended of  
Were all in general cast away for sin,  
Shall I be tried by their transgression? (I.ii.111-16) 
Barabas rejects the idea that religion can be used as grounds for the state to steal from him; he 
should not be punished for the sins of other Jews. Barabas strictly refuses to convert to 
Christianity; in this instance, he will not allow the ruling power to manipulate him into 
renouncing his faith. However, as a later moment in the play demonstrates, Barabas lies to the 
two friars about repenting for his erroneous Jewish faith and wanting to become a Christian. 
Thus, he is not above using religion as a tool to manipulate others in order to cover up his 
murderous tracks.  
 Barabas prefers to be a “cunning Jew” (II.iii.234) rather than a hypocritical Christian, for 
whom “policy” is their “profession / And not simplicity, as they suggest” (I.ii.161-2). David 
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Anderson emphasizes that Barabas is only one embodiment of Machiavel among several in The 
Jew of Malta. Ferneze is equally duplicitous; in the final scene of the play, he tricks Barabas into 
falling into his own cauldron and then captures Calymath, having destroyed his fleet. 
Additionally, when he annexes Barabas’s wealth, he justifies his decision with “specious cant” 
(Anderson 90), referring to the “monstrous sin” of covetousness to justify the taxation while 
simultaneously excusing himself from liability. Barabas accurately calls this confiscation 
stealing, telling Ferneze, “take not from me then, / For that is theft” (I.ii.127). Like the Protestant 
state that seized the property of recusants who could not pay the imposed fines, Ferneze uses 
religious rhetoric as an excuse to justify this theft. Barabas’s emphasis on the thieving state 
power recalls the covetous Roman Catholic that the reformers criticized. And yet, Ferneze’s 
government, though Catholic, most closely resembles the Protestant monarchy that confiscated 
the wealth of the monasteries and fined recusants based on their differing beliefs. Marlowe 
critiques both sides of the Reformation debate by “expos[ing] with scathing contempt” “the 
hypocrisy and cruelty of the Christian society in which [Barabas] lives and toward which he is so 
hostile” (89). 
True to his Machiavellian form, in reaction to this theft, Barabas convinces his daughter, 
Abigail, to enact a similar false conversion in order to regain some of the stolen wealth for 
personal gain. He entreats Abigail to admit herself in to the nunnery that is located in his former 
home so that she may retrieve the hidden gold that remains there. Her false conversion mimics 
those of former Catholics who outwardly convert to Elizabethan Protestantism in order to 
preserve their wealth and safety to avoid fines and persecution. He tells Abigail that she must 
perform her conversion as if it comes from a place holiness, “and seem to them as if thy sins 
were great” (I.ii.285-87); he believes her deceit will succeed because “religion / hides many 
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mischiefs from suspicion” (I.ii.281-2). These words reflect Barabas’s belief that religion may be 
successfully used to achieve personal or political objectives. Religion has the capacity to “hide” 
questionable dealings. The treasure’s hidden presence in the nunnery “gives Marlowe a splendid 
opportunity to play off his contrasting values, the fruits of the spirit and the fruits of commerce, 
one against the other, with the full brilliance of savage farce” (Hunter 225). Even the newly-
formed nunnery is already corrupted by wealth, for it was not formed of honest procedures.  
Like Machiavelli, Barabas condones intentionally using religion as an instrument to 
manipulate others and regain power. He believes that intentional deception is better than 
unintentional duplicity: “As good dissemble that that thou never mean’st / As first mean truth 
and then dissemble it; / A counterfeit profession is better / Than unseen hypocrisy” (I.ii.290-
294). It is likely he is referring to the religious hypocrisy of Christians, “who have robbed him 
and complacently congratulated themselves on what they see as an act of piety” (Anderson 89). 
For instance, Ferneze claims Barabas’s excess of wealth is a “monstrous sin” (I.ii.125), yet the 
eager friars who hunger after Barabas’s wealth are proof of similar covetousness within the 
Christian faith. Friar Bernadine exhibits further hypocrisy when he hears Abigail’s dying 
confession, then promptly pursues Barabas based on what Abigail confessed to him in secrecy, 
even though this act of reveal means death. Though he won’t tell Friar Jacomo exactly what 
Abigail told him “in shrift,” for “‘tis death and if it be revealed” (III.vi.50-51), he confronts 
Barabas for his crime, remarking, “Barabas remember Mathias and Don Lodowick” who “by a 
forged challenge they met” (IV.i.43-45). These hints reveal enough of Abigail’s confession that 
Bernadine has contradicted his own rules of silence. Not only does he break the code of 
confidentiality, but he also exhibits lecherous sentiments when he regrets that Abigail dies a 
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virgin, commenting “ay... that grieves me most” immediately following her death (III.vi.41), thus 
infringing on the vows of chastity all friars take.   
However, conversion in The Jew of Malta does not always prove to be insincere. After 
Barabas betrays Abigail by plotting the deaths of her two suitors in order to take revenge on 
Ferneze, Abigail returns to the nunnery, this time of her own volition. She beseeches Friar 
Jacomo to re-admit her, framing her change of heart in terms of maturity: 
Then were my thoughts so frail and unconfirmed,  
And I was chained to follies of the world: 
But now experience, purchasèd with grief,  
Has made me see the difference of things. 
My sinful soul, alas, hath paced too long 
The fatal labyrinth of misbelief,  
Far from the Son that gives eternal life. (III.iii.59-65) 
Her father’s cruelty revolts her, and so she flees the religion he embodies. Her potent grief 
suggests that her second conversion emerges from a more genuine place than the first—yet, what 
is her motive? Does she truly turn to Christianity because she suddenly believes that Jesus is the 
true messiah, or does she convert to take revenge on her father by turning her back on him like 
he did her? Like Barabas, does she use religion as a tool to exact revenge? Or does she think only 
of honoring her beloved Mathias, for whose “sake did [she] become a nun” (III.vi.25), as she tell 
Friar Bernardine on her deathbed? The fundamental differences in belief that divide Judaism and 
Christianity do not seem to affect Abigail’s decision to convert, even though her second 
conversion is not outwardly fake like the first. Barabas stains the name of Judaism; Abigail can 
no longer call herself a Jew without being associated with Barabas’s deceit. Like the Catholics in 
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Elizabethan England who convert to Protestantism to protect their property and safety, Abigail 
turns away from “misbelief” because she has learned that it can prove to be “fatal.”  
On her deathbed, Abigail wishes that her father would also convert so “that he may be 
saved, / And witness that I die a Christian” (III.vi.39-40). A Christian life is a form of repentance 
for Abigail; since she “did offend high heaven so grievously,” she “sorrow[s] for [her] sins” with 
her newly devout life as a nun (III.vi.14, 17). It is not clear what sins she refers to; one may 
presume she is thinking of her first false conversion that she used to extract her father’s gold; it is 
also possible she repents for her Judaism, since living as an “infidel” for so many years is 
inherently a sin within itself in Christian eyes. As she dies, Abigail has nothing left to conceal—
she finally confesses her father’s role in the deaths of Don Mathias and Don Lodowick. She 
doesn't want her father to die as a result of her confession, but as a Christian, she is compelled to 
confess before her death so that she may be absolved by God in the afterlife. This moment is 
grounded in Catholic beliefs about salvation, in which confession leads to God’s forgiveness. 
She even wishes that her father may convert so that he may also be saved. This genuine display 
of Christian faith suggests that Abigail truly does believe in the tenements of Catholicism at the 
end of her life, even if she was not initially motivated to convert by the draw of Christianity 
itself. Marlowe’s nuanced depictions of conversion in The Jew of Malta reveal a sensitivity to the 
condition of faith during a period when one could no longer gauge the sincerity of a convert’s 
motives. 
When discussing the social function of practices like conversion, it is necessary to 
question the emotional effects of such a practice, especially the degree of earnestness one feels 
when undergoing such a process. In a play that prepares audience members to anticipate 
deception and selfishness, when Abigail exhibits a moment of sincerity, it renders Marlowe’s 
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presentation of religion even more complicated; perhaps religious belief in Malta is not 
altogether void of meaning. Abigail’s sincere wishes don’t negate the corruption of the friars 
who seek wealth, but they make a viewer pause to process these incompatible versions of 
Catholicism. Her death is one of the only moments in The Jew of Malta that the audience 
witnesses an earnest believer who respects God’s supposed will and that which awaits in the 
afterlife. Even Elizabethans who questioned whether God cared if one was a Protestant or a 
Catholic may have encountered a similar anxiety as they approached death. Like Abigail, many 
would have been troubled by the spiritual fate of one’s loved ones, especially if the generational 
difference produced a religious divide between parents and children. The social structures of 
Reformation England that appear refracted in The Jew of Malta are inseparable from the 
emotional accompaniment of spiritual alienation. For what religious belief lacks in fervent 
spirituality, it makes up in emotional stakes.  
 
Dr. Faustus: Theological Uncertainty and Emotional Turmoil  
Marlowe’s Faustus grapples considerably with the emotional anxiety that characterizes 
religious alienation. At first, he turns away from God easily, disdaining divinity, which he calls 
“unpleasant, harsh, contemptible and vile” (1.109). But his indifference is merely performed, 
seeing as he struggles to fully disavow God, especially at the end of his life. Nevertheless, in 
between his moments of internal agony, he maintains the show of contempt for religion. In one 
such moment, he ridicules the Pope and, in turn, the Roman Catholic church. During a visit to 
Rome, Faustus uses the power of invisibility to access the private chambers of the Pope and play 
tricks on him. This scene depicts a Pope whose prayers and religious rituals have no effect 
against “the fury of this ghost” (8.71). As the Gibbons text suggests, if the sign of the cross 
effectively averted spirits, then both Faustus and Mephistopheles should be deterred from their 
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prank—needless to say, they are not. When he sees the Pope repeatedly crossing himself, the 
concealed Faustus ridicules this gesture, crying, “use that trick no more, / I would advise you” 
(8.73-4), inviting the audience to laugh with him as he proceeds to confirm that the “trick” is 
only a sham; when Faustus is unaffected, he proceeds to box the Pope on the ears to prove his 
point. For a Protestant audience, this scene was likely to cause an uproar of amusement. To 
witness the mockery of such a holy and authoritative who would have previously commanded 
tremendous respect may have been a welcome, if startling, emotional release. The Pope’s 
methodical adherence to Catholic doctrines, such as his signing of the cross and chants of 
“Maledicat Dominus” (“May the Lord curse him”), may have been included to highlight the 
comically superstitious nature of Catholic tradition. Kristen Poole examines the significance of 
the purgatory in Marlowe’s text, noting that when the Cardinal of Lorraine cries, “My lord, it 
may be some ghost newly crept out of purgatory come / to beg a pardon of your holiness” (8.69-
70), his response may be designed “to evoke laughter from a Protestant audience that might view 
purgatory as a papist superstition” (103). Just as Marlowe uses superficial religion to create farce 
in The Jew of Malta, he intersperses comedic moments within the tragedy of Dr. Faustus to 
create the effect of divinity denuded of truly devotional adherents. However, by triggering 
memories and thereby feelings of the disrespect Catholic recusants faced under persecution, the 
farce of this scene also risks trivializing the deaths the monarchy caused after the separation from 
Rome. For Marlowe’s audience, the religious views they held before the changes in ruling power 
and the violence the state used to squash out supposed treason inherently shaped their 
perspective. Just as Faustus’s agony rests ever-present below the surface of the play’s satire, the 
presence of emotional trauma that both Catholics and Protestants experienced during persecution 
underlies their laughter.  
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Though Marlowe created comedic scenes from “denuded” religion, this strategic use of 
religion does not cancel out the fact that there were real emotional consequences that resulted 
from this alienation. Since Faust lived during the early stages of the Reformation, Marlowe 
portrays Faustus as a character who is wracked with uncertainty about whether repentance can 
save him or whether God has predestined him to go to hell. Throughout Dr. Faustus, the main 
character never fully establishes himself as confident in his turn to necromancy. From the 
beginning, Faustus wishes to be resolved of “all ambiguities” (I.80), and though he claims to be 
“resolute” in his study of magic (I.134), he wavers still. The two extremities of his capricious 
nature cause him to debate the possibility of redemption. Sitting in his study, he is torn between 
the desire to be saved and the thought that it is impossible even if he does repent:  
Now Faustus, must thou needs be damned,  
And canst thou not be saved.  
What boots it then to think of God or heaven?  
Away with such vain fancies and despair,  
Despair in God, and trust in Belzebub.  
Now go now backward: no Faustus, be resolute;  
Why waverest thou? O, something soundeth in mine ears: 
‘Abjure this magic, turn to God again!’  
To God? He loves thee not: 
The god thou servest is thine own appetite  
Wherein is fixed the love of Belzebub. 
To him I’ll build an altar and a church,  
And offer lukewarm blood of newborn babes. (5.1-14) 
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Though Faustus resolves to worship the dark forces in this instance, his anxieties about an 
eternity in hell return his thoughts to the hope of salvation throughout the rest of the play. This 
longing that Anderson defines as “the ominous, undefined “something” that echoes in his ears, 
an incoherent warning that torments him but that he cannot heed, is the quintessential symbol of 
his tragedy” (99). Even when Faustus is at his most resolute, something brings him pause, 
making him question how firmly he stands by his beliefs. For instance, when he cuts his arm to 
sign Mephistopheles’s contract in blood, his “blood congeals, and [he] can write no more” 
(5.62). Faustus believes the “staying” (5.64) of his blood indicates that his body is “unwilling” 
(5.65) and that he proceeds to bind his soul to Lucifer. “Is thy soul not thine own?” he wonders 
to himself (5.68), as if external forces had already bound his soul. This line suggests that Faustus 
wonders about the status of predestination. If his soul had already been predestined to go to 
heaven, then it becomes unlikely that he would be able to successfully bind his soul to Lucifer, a 
deal that would ensure his soul suffers eternally in hell. 
Once Calvinists practically applied predestination theology, a question arose: if God had 
already determined who would go to heaven and hell and there was nothing anyone could do to 
alter his decision, what then was the point of leading a moral life if one’s actions no longer 
affected the status of one’s soul? Could the elect engage in immoral behavior, even go so far as 
to worship the devil, and still be saved? Poole reasons that no, “the elect would not, perforce, 
engage in debauchery, but would naturally lead a pious life: the wanton libertine must therefore 
be among the reprobate” (100). In other words, the question of whether the elect could engage in 
immoral, self-indulgent behavior was irrelevant because they just naturally wouldn’t; if an 
individual was so inclined, they would not have been elected to be saved in the first place. This 
logic suggests that Faustus, who engages in a range of immoral, self-indulgent, blasphemous 
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actions, falls into the camp of the reprobates who are predestined to be damned and suffer 
eternally in hell.  
And yet, the play’s theology remains uncertain. Dr. Faustus seems to blur the lines 
between predestination theology, which eliminates the possibility of human agency, and a 
Christian theology in which humans exercise free will and God forgives those who repent. Since 
Elizabethan audiences were also wracked with doubt about the state of their souls and the 
existence of predestination, Faustus’s emotional turmoil was likely to have struck an affective 
chord among them. To these viewers, Faustus’s decision to bind his soul to Lucifer could have 
suggested that human agency in one’s own fate was stronger than strict Calvinists would have its 
followers believe. The Good Angel presents repentance as a choice for Faustus, claiming, 
“[contrition, prayer, repentance] are means to bring thee unto heaven” (5.17). Likewise, the Old 
Man tells Faustus that “an angel hovers o’er thy head, / And with a vial full of precious grace / 
Offers to pour the same into thy soul! / Then call for mercy, and avoid despair” (12.52-55). 
These two figures represent the voice of a merciful God that accepts penitent sinners with 
forgiveness. Their presence in Dr. Faustus challenges the Calvinist theology that structures 
Faustus’s anxiety about repentance. 
However, Faustus remains unconvinced that his fate is not predetermined. Just when the 
Good Angel urges Faustus to think of heaven, and heavenly things” (5.20), the Evil Angel draws 
away his attention with “honor” and “wealth” (5.21). In the final scene, Faustus tells himself that 
“the devil will come, and Faustus must be damned” (13.66), a statement that leaves little room 
for doubt. Yet moments later, he contradicts this certainty by invoking an image of purgatory, a 
Roman Catholic concept that was wiped out by the Reformation:  
O God, if thou wilt not have mercy on my soul 
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Yet for Christ’s sake, whose blood hath ransomed me, 
 Impose some end to my incessant pain: 
Let Faustus live in hell a thousand years  
A hundred thousand, and at last be saved. (13.87-91). 
Faustus pleads to a wrathful god who “bends his ireful brows” (13.73) to let him repent for his 
sins in purgatory and eventually rise to heaven rather than suffer in hell forever. The idea that 
Faustus could eventually repent enough for his sins restores some of his agency, thereby 
contradicting the doctrine of predestination. Marlowe’s portrayal of God in this scene is not the 
forgiving deity that the Good Angel and Old Man promise; in his last hours Faustus tries to 
repent more resolutely that ever before, but he is ultimately sucked into hell. Poole considers 
what this portrayal of God would have meant for Marlowe’s audience: 
If this means that God is unable to forgive Faustus, what does this do to the notion of an 
omnipotent God? What is God unable to do, and why doesn’t he transcend even his own 
laws? … [If] God is unwilling to accept Faustus’s repentance, what does this do to the 
idea of a forgiving God? For the Christian, the choices presented here are equally 
disturbing: either God is not all-powerful, or he is hard-hearted. (104) 
As Marlowe probes such theological dilemmas without depicting a clear moral conclusion or 
sending a definitive message about the state of salvation, he lets theater take on the role of 
“analysis and inquiry,” which is what Mullaney refers to as a type of critical social theory (45). 
As a result, the theater becomes a “social production” that is “dialectical rather than reflexive or 
didactic” (Mullaney 47). Such theater emerges during a time of crisis in a culture. Instead of 
creating a character who belongs firmly and unwaveringly to one set of beliefs, Marlowe 
presents his audience with an individual who, like them, is wracked with uncertainties about the 
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status of God and predestination. Faustus’s fate and the presentation of God may have been 
“disturbing” for an early modern audience because it would have touched a common nerve; as a 
result of the doubt generated by religious vacillations, they would have recognized the truth in 
Marlowe’s depictions in their own anxieties. Ultimately, not only did Elizabethans mourn the 
diminished holiness of God, but they were also forced to question the entire of the nature of God 
and the amount of power actually he wielded, all of which contributed to the religious doubt and 
alienation in that pervaded in Elizabethan England. 
For Elizabethans, Faustus’s repudiation of God would have had political as well as 
spiritual implications. Near the end of his life, Faustus wishes to repent, but he is so close to the 
clutches of Lucifer that he fears he is lost. He cries, “accursed Faustus, where is mercy now? / I 
do repent, and yet I do despair: / Hell strives with grace for conquest in my breast! / What shall I 
do to shun the snares of death?” (12.61-64). Mephistopheles responds angrily, “thou traitor 
Faustus: I arrest thy soul / for disobedience to my sovereign lord. / Revolt, or I’ll in piecemeal 
tear thy flesh” (12.65-67). The language in Mephistopheles’ response recalls the state of 
Reformation England, in which a “traitor” could be “arrested” for against not attending the 
services of the Church of England. “Revolt” evokes these acts of political disobedience, 
“potentially reminding spectators of the real-life Elizabethan rebels who broke their secular oaths 
of loyalty in the name of religion” (Preedy, Marlowe’s Literary Scepticism 180-81). Ladegaard 
elaborates on the legal significance of the language in this passage; ‘arrest thy soul’ “invites us to 
consider Faustus’ deal with the devil as a social contract” which he pays for “by surrendering his 
body, soul, and ‘goods’ to the arbitrary reign of the absolute sovereign, Lucifer” (189). By 
treating the soul as something concrete enough to bind with legal procedures, Marlowe evokes 
the ways in which the Elizabethan state regulated belief through the Church of England.  
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This political allegory encourages Marlowe’s audience to see Faustus’s easily-influenced 
nature and his submissiveness to Mephistopheles as “an invitation… to read the pact as a symbol 
of the disciplining of the subjects of political absolutism and religious dogmatism” (Ladegaard 
190). When Faustus breaks with God in favor of Lucifer, he commits both apostasy and political 
betrayal. If an early modern citizen made an oath like Faustus’s that determined the fate of one’s 
soul, to break that same oath would be to put oneself in spiritual and legal danger, since the oath 
fused methods of state law with religion. Cia Sautter remarks that Marlowe’s plays served as “a 
cathartic emotional release of anxiety for the audience concerning politics and the politics of 
religion. Rather than enforcing an audience into a Protestant or Catholic view, or even a 
deprivation of the “non-Christian,” an audience that lacked political and religious freedom was 
able to become for a brief time observers of social presumptions” (83-4). Marlowe doesn’t 
present his audience with a play that reinforces the monarchy’s control of religion. Though 
Catholics are mocked, Protestants are not put on a pedestal and rewarded for their unwavering 
belief in the in reformed Christianity. Rather, Marlowe’s play questions the norms of religious 
society, making audience members wonder about questions like whether God was really 
powerful enough to grant a sinner grace. Where the upheavals of religion left a void that “a sense 
of collective self” (Mullaney 14) used to occupy, theater served as a new space of communal 
gathering, used to process the social and emotional crisis the Reformation bestowed on 
Elizabethan worshipers.   
However, despite the catharsis that could result from entering the playhouse, this space 
also entertained the possibility of real, terrifying magic. As Andrew Sofer illustrates, “on the 
Elizabethan stage, the term conjure always carries a whiff of danger about it, for to adjure 
something—to address or call upon it solemnly—is to risk calling that thing into existence, just 
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as to perform any act onstage—a laugh, a belch, a curse, a consecration—is to risk actually doing 
it” (9-10). This meant that by performing magic onstage, one could unintentionally summon a 
real demon. Sofer recalls stories of “one devil too many” appearing onstage during performances 
of Dr. Faustus to support his theory about the real fear that audience members would have felt 
had they suspected one of Faustus’s incantations had brought an extra devil into their company. 
However, not all performative utterances and actions would have had the same emotional effect 
as necromancy onstage. For instance, at the end of the fifteenth century, it was likely too late for 
most religious rituals performed on stage to cause much fear of God among the audience. Sofer 
mentions in passing that when Catholicism was banned, commercial theaters began to recycle 
old Catholic vestments and other religious objects to use onstage as props. In theory, the 
presence of religious items onstage may have carried the same “unnerving performative 
potential” (Sofer 2) as magical incantations for a crowd of people who unwaveringly believed in 
God’s absolute power. However, for an audience who had lost some of their illusions to 
politicized religion, religious items no longer retained the same evocative power when used 
outside of their former home. By including formerly meaningful religious objects onstage as 
props, the early modern playhouse underscored how religion itself was void of meaning; unlike 
the magical incantations that invoked actual fear among the audience, Catholic objects whose 
commodification had stripped them of their holy significance no longer held any potency 
onstage.  
Yet, just because audience members would not have been “thrilled and alarmed” from 
seeing religious objects used blasphemously onstage doesn’t mean Marlowe invoked no 
emotional response by putting them to use. On the contrary, seeing actors wear the former 
vestments of a Catholic priest may have added to the humor—or the grief—that his audience 
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experienced. The appearance of an actor who plays the Pope and wears authentic holy garb 
would have ironically emphasized the performative nature of divinity itself. To maintain 
“performative efficacy,” religious practice requires “social consensus—by any other name, a 
credulous audience” (Sofer 13). After religion became political, the Church could no longer 
sustain its performative efficacy because Elizabethan subjects could no longer be sure of their 
beliefs—in other words, as consensus about Christian precepts lacked in England, fewer and 
fewer Elizabethans were wholly credulous of the effect of performed religious traditions.  
*** 
Marlowe’s audience would have left each of these plays feeling both thrilled and 
unsettled. The Jew of Malta concludes with an elaborate performative moment in which Barabas 
tumbles into a boiling cauldron of his own creation, pleading for mercy from his enemies and 
subsequently cursing them when they respond with only hate. Likewise, at the end of Dr. 
Faustus, Faustus similarly plunges into the depths of hell accompanied by the devils that rise up 
to claim him, all the while pleading for mercy from God and cursing himself for acquiescing to 
the temptations of necromancy. Though these endings spell doom for Marlowe’s main 
characters, they do not function to saddle his audience with a moral lesson. Each ghastly ending 
reminds viewers that they cannot leave the theater without a lingering sense of agitation. 
Although the endings are more overtly unsettling, the subtler disturbance would lie within an 
audience member’s own affective network. That is to say, the “felt response” that emerged from 
the “affective life of storytelling” (Mullaney 25)—of theater, that is—took priority over other 
details audience members may have retained. 
To be an audience member in an early modern playhouse was to enter another world, but 
it was also to bring one’s personal and collective emotional network of experience. Elizabethans 
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were drawn to the theater by Marlowe’s many tales of foreign nations and ambitious characters. 
But even if the rare marvel of seeing a Jew onstage in England and indulging in the temptations 
of necromancy attracted audiences more than any other appeal, what was more important was the 
emotional movement that happened inside the theater. Naturally, patterns of social corruption in 
the early modern period were inseparable from the emotions they caused. And, yet, it would 
seem that it was not always easy or natural to realize the inherent connection between affective 
experience, social surroundings, and historical context. In the playhouse, the lasting effects of the 
Reformation were represented in a way that helped viewers recognize how the religious 
upheavals of their lifetime generated the dissociation that united Marlowe’s England. Audience 
members would be invited to consider that their personal alienation stemmed from a collective 
response to the Reformation period—that the religious doubt they couldn’t shake was part of a 
larger historical shift. Even if England could no longer wholeheartedly appreciate the holiness of 
church, theater would begin to suggest answers to the questions that religion left in its wake.  
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